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Abstract

In this review, we focus on recent experiments involving transport and other dynamical aspects of emulsified droplets under non-
equilibrium conditions. We include both active emulsions, where individual droplets develop self-propulsion or self-sustained
motion at the expense of local energy sources, and driven emulsions, where droplets are activated through the local transduction of
an external source. A common theme in the reported scenarios is the use of hybrid colloidal systems, where emulsions and liquid
crystals are interfaced, providing with a rich scenario that features phenomena and mechanisms not found in traditional emulsions.
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1. Introduction

This review deals with nonequilibrium emulsions in which
droplets of the dispersed phase are either self-propelled or in-
directly driven by an external influence. Within a broader con-
text, the systems we will address belong to the domain of active
matter, although we want to differentiate between emulsified
droplets that self-propel by converting stored or surrounding en-
ergy sources into directed motion (true active emulsions), and
droplets that perform some sort of movement through the inter-
vention of an external source (driven emulsions). An example
of active emulsions is given by suspensions in oil of aqueous
solutions incorporating in-vitro reconstitutions of cytoskeleton
proteins, tubulin that self-assembles into microtubules, and ki-
nesins, molecular motors that perform processive motion along
the microtubules at the expense of surrounding adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP) as chemical fuel. The resulting material self-organizes
into a dynamic state with self-sustained motion that may re-
sult, for instance, in the propulsion of these droplets, among
other phenomena. An example of driven emulsions is given by
suspensions of aqueous droplets in an immiscible anisotropic
liquid, and propelled by an external alternating-current (AC)
electric field due to asymmetric ionic flows creating around the
droplets.

Many of the materials we will discuss incorporate, either as
the disperse or as the continuous phase, liquid crystals, whose
microscopic components (molecules or supramolecular aggre-
gates) self-assemble as liquids with long-range orientational or-
der, locally characterized by a vector denoted orientational or
director field. There are two characteristics of these materials
that will be relevant in several parts of this review: their ten-
dency to organize into a homogeneous director field, and the
anisotropy in their physico-chemical properties. Concerning
the first characteristic, enclosing a liquid crystal into a droplet
(usually spherical) necessarily distorts the homogeneous direc-
tor alignment, which incurs into an energy cost and results in

the formation of topological defects: regions where the liquid
crystal order is lost to satisfy the shape of the enclosing bound-
ary. Although the study of defect structure and dynamics is
beyond the scope of this review, there will be situations where
they offer us a handle to probe the dynamics in non-equilibrium
situations, such during the study of active nematic emulsions.
The second characteristic, the anisotropy of liquid crystals, is
crucial to provide the driving mechanism of aqueous droplets
emulsified in a liquid crystal under the influence of an AC elec-
tric field. The anisotropic dielectric permittivity and conductiv-
ity of the mesogen results in unbalanced ionic flows that break
the fore-aft symmetry of the droplets, resulting in net propul-
sion.

The purpose of this review is to present examples from the
past decade where emulsified liquid droplets are transported by
different non-equilibrium mechanisms that result in either au-
tonomous or driven motion. Many of those examples will cor-
respond to systems that have been studied in our research group
during these years. We will begin with active emulsions based
on preparations that involve the celebrated kinesin/tubulin ac-
tive fluid, which has been studied in direct or inverse oil/water
emulsions, both with isotropic and anisotropic liquids. This
system is one of the current paradigms in active soft matter
bringing together colloidal scientists and biologists in the quest
to understand, for example, intracellular transport phenomena.
We will next revise the autonomous or driven motion in emul-
sions of non-biomimetic origin, where either Marangoni flows
or liquid-crystal-enabled electrokinetic phenomena are at play.
The reported systems and processes unveil new strategies for
the controlled transport of cargo or reactants in confined en-
vironments. Finally, we will briefly describe a lesser known
phenomenon, the so called Lehmann rotation, a crossed effect
in non-equilibrium thermodynamics in which a heat flux exerts
a mechanical torque in droplets of chiral liquid crystals.
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2. Active emulsions

2.1. Active nematic mixture from microtubules and kinesins
Before reviewing experimental realizations of the concept

of active emulsions, and later comment on some present devel-
opments and future perspectives this concept brings about, let
us start by briefly introducing the specific active preparation in
which active emulsions have been carried out so far. As a mat-
ter of fact, the chosen active mixture is one of the most paradig-
matic and versatile examples of an active soft-condensed sys-
tem [1]. Originally proposed by the group of Dogic near ten
years ago [2], it consists of a colloidal (lyotropic) liquid crys-
tal that is self-assembled as a minimal in-vitro reconstitution
of the cytoskeletal milieu. Its three essential ingredients are:
short stabilized microtubules (MTs), around one micron long,
biotinylated kinesins, that act as molecular motors moving on
microtubules, and a non-specific and non-absorbing depleting
agent (PEG), that favors microtubule bundling (see Fig.1(a)).
Although in the most recent developments it is being mostly
prepared as a quasi-two-dimensional interfaced active film, the
system was originally designed as a three-dimensional gel [3]
in aqueous bulk solutions [2, 4].

Dimeric kinesins generate sliding forces between micro-
tubules of opposite polarity, whereas no sliding force is in-
duced between microtubules of the same polarity. Acting on
bundled MTs, paired kinesins introduce local shear (extensile)
stresses. Bundle dynamics thus undergo cyclic phases of exten-
sion, buckling, fracture and recombination. Permanent recon-
stitution of the network is accompanied by streaming currents
that permeate the active gel system-wide.

The material can be made denser after being depleted to-
wards an oily interface stabilized with a Polyethylene Glycol
(PEG)-based surfactant. In this way, bundles conform textures
that display a remarkable orientational order, albeit ruptured lo-
cally by a considerable number of topological defects. This
symmetry qualifies the preparation as a (two-dimensional) ac-
tive nematic (AN) [5] (see Fig.1(b)) . Correspondingly, the con-
current defects bear topological semi-integer (±1/2) charges.
Similarly to the gel preparation, active nematic textures appear
permanently stirred by seemingly chaotic flows in a state of-
ten qualified of active turbulence, a concept that has attracted
a wide attention in the field of active matter (for experimental
references see [6, 7] in the context of microtubule-based AN,
but also [8] in bacterial baths, and [9] for cell tissues. A numer-
ical simulation-based approach to AN turbulence can be found
in [10]). In the steady state, the spatial arrangement of the tur-
bulent active nematic is characterized by a length scale in the
colloidal domain (the active length scale, typically a few tens
of microns) and it determines, for instance, the average distance
between neighboring defects, but it will also be crucial when
geometrical confinement is imposed during emulsification.

2.2. Active emulsions in isotropic oils
Apart from this conventional preparation at planar oily in-

terfaces, the original paper [2] also reported an obvious exten-
sion that consists on encapsulating the active gel within droplets,
by realizing water-in-oil active emulsions of the cytoskeleton

protein mixture. There are at least two arguments that justify
this interest. First and most obvious, to see whether the AN
can be formed at all at these non-planar interfaces, given the
intrinsic stiffness of the nematic material. Second, to see how
defects in the system, and their associated charge, adapt to the
constraint imposed by the topology of a closed curved interface.

In response to the first question, the AN effectively forms
and triggers cortical flows for all but the smallest droplets (above
a few tens of microns in diameter). In fact, bounded streaming
currents are observed to be very much alike to the AN when
evolving within planar interfaces. Moreover, when in frictional
contact with a hard surface, internal flows drive the motility of
the droplets (see Fig.1(c)). No trend of regular motion is iden-
tified for the biggest specimens, of sizes much larger than the
active length scale. However, for droplets with intermediate
size typically below a hundred microns according to our own
observations (a few times the active length scale), this motil-
ity can show a rather periodic trend. The way to interpret this
striking result is in fact related to the second previously posed
question.

It is well-known in a classical soft-matter context, that ne-
matic arrangements on closed curved surfaces are globally frus-
trated and, thus, unavoidably generate local defects with corre-
sponding topological charges si. The total topological charge
associated to the defect-populated surface is expressed in terms
of the so-called Euler characteristics χ (Poincaré-Hopf theo-
rem). On the other hand, according to the Gauss-Bonnet for-
mula, the surface Euler characteristics is evaluated as

χ = (1/2π)
∫

KdA,

where K = (R1R2)−1 denotes the Gaussian curvature, written in
terms of the principal radii of curvature of a curved surface, and
A is the surface area. For a sphere of radius R, χ = 2 [11]. The
simplest way to satisfy this constraint when only semi-integer
defects are present is achieved by splitting the total +2 charge
among four topological +1/2 defects.

This naturally applies also to an active nematic, with the
obvious difference that in this case defects are intrinsically pro-
pelling on the curved surface. In equilibrium situations it is
known that defect arrangements may be degenerated. The final
adopted configuration, minimizing the free energy of the two-
dimensional cortical nematic phase, depends on the relation of
elastic constants. Under the usual assumption of equal elastic
moduli for bend and splay distortions, the chosen arrangement
corresponds to the four +1/2 defects located at the vertices of a
tetrahedron inscribed within the sphere. This result was theo-
retically predicted in a couple of papers by Lubensky and Nel-
son [12, 13] and further experimentally confirmed for spherical
(passive) nematic shells by Lopez-Leon et al. [14]. This result
admits a straightforward interpretation since defects located at
the corners of the tetrahedron maximize their mutual separa-
tion, minimizing in this way the elastic distortions within the
liquid crystal matrix, and in turn the pair-repulsion forces self-
exerted between defects. The periodic trend observed in the
droplet motion would be then interpreted as the result of the ac-
tive defect motion connecting complementary tetrahedral con-
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Figure 1: Active nematic droplet emulsified in an isotropic oil. a Components of the active system. Kinesin motors dimerize using streptavidin. Microtubules
are mixed with the kinesin dimers and the system is condensed using a depleting agent. b The aqueous active mixture concentrates at an oily interface, resulting
in an active nematic in the turbulent regime. The image is a fluorescence micrograph of the usual textures of the active nematic assembled on a flat interface.
c Water-in-oil droplets encapsulating the active preparation, which forms spherical active nematic shells (unpublished data).

figurations with an intercalated planar disposition of the motile
defects. The frequency associated to this dynamic mode de-
pends on the activity parameter (essentially a measure of the
ATP concentration) and the droplet radius. A similar dynamics
was originally reported in the similar context of active vesicles
[15], and corroborated later on with particularly dedicated nu-
merical simulations [16].

An alternative to the water-in-oil active emulsions reviewed
so far is to consider the reverse formulation, i.e. oil-in-water
preparations, still employing the aqueous active micrototubule/

kinesin as driving solution. Our group is presently investigat-
ing this approach following different perspectives, using glass-
capillary-based microfluidic strategies for monodisperse emul-
sion fabrication [17]. A direct preparation involves the use of
droplets of an isotropic compatible oil and disperse them in an
active gel. Passive drops are supposed to display enhanced
motility, driven by the self-sustained streaming currents that
permeate the active gel. We expect those driven droplets to dis-
play temporary super-diffusive modes extending simple Brow-
nian dispersion. On top of that, specific depletion effects of the
bundled microtubules should manifest for big enough droplets
and in the presence of the PEGylated surfactans, with interest-
ing dynamic patterns of surface defect motion and coupling be-
tween interacting active shells in tightly assembled droplets (see
Fig. 2).

2.3. Active nematic emulsions
Research on active emulsions can be easily widened in scope

by replacing the isotropic oil-based continuous phase with an
anisotropic fluid, typically a thermotropic Liquid Crystal (LC)
in its nematic phase. We will refer later on in Sect. 3 to other
particularly interesting realizations of this class of nematic emul-
sions that have recently permitted to explore scenarios of driven,
rather than autonomous, motility.

Let us introduce first some pertinent concepts that apply
generically to colloids dispersed in nematic LCs (for a recent
review of this topic see [18]). Nematic colloids, as they are
known, bring about close-by localized defects when their di-
mensions are larger than the typical de Gennes-Kleman length
of the colloid/LC mixture (this length is a classical concept in
LCs expressing the ratio of an effective elastic constant and the
anchoring energy density [19, 20, 21]). The symmetries and
topologies of these defects depend on the size of the inclusions,
and on the anchoring conditions of the LC at the colloid bound-
ary, the latter easily tuned for specific applications. In the sim-
pler situations, homeotropic (perpendicular) anchoring favors
either hedgehog-like defects of dipolar symmetry [22], mani-
fested as a localized neighboring hyperbolic singularity, or as
extended disclinations of quadrupolar symmetry, wrapping the
colloid in the form of Saturn rings [23]. Conversely, planar
(tangential) anchoring induce surface-localized pairs of defects
in a configuration known as double-boojum.

From the precedent considerations, it is clear that active ne-
matic emulsions, the active counterparts of the nematic emul-
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Figure 2: Isotropic oil droplets emulsified in the kinesin/tubulin aqueous active material. a-d Fluorescence micrographs when the active filaments have
condensed as active nematic shells around the oil droplets (unpublished data). Some of the four self-driven +1/2 defects present in each shell are visible as dark
regions devoid of fluorescent filaments. Elapsed times are 2s between each panel. e-i Fluorescence micrographs in the absence of condensation of the active
filaments (unpublished data). Dispersed oil droplets are advected by the chaotic flow in the surrounding bulk active gel. Elapsed times are 15s between each panel.
Scale bars, 50 µm.
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Figure 3: Active nematic emulsions. Tubulin-kinesin active mixture emulsified in a nematic liquid crystal oil results in droplets surrounded by a ring disclination
(Saturn ring). The active nematic shell features self sustained motion that drives the disclination into periodic oscillations. a Fluorescence micrographs showing
the active nematic shell and the bright disclination, which is pointed to by a white arrow. The elapsed times are displayed in some of the micrographs. b Brightfield
micrographs under polarized light corresponding to the same phase in the oscillation of the disclination, which is pointed to by a white arrow in the second
micrograph. c Sketch illustrating the configuration of the oscillating disclination in the corresponding micrographs in a and b. The position of the four self-driven
+1/2 defects in the active nematic shell are indicated by white arrows. The four defects, which describe the vertices of a tetrahedron, transit through a co-planar
arrangement parallel to the equilibrium position of the Saturn ring. Scale bars are 100 µm. Images correspond to unpublished data.
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sions just mentioned, open new and interesting perspectives.
Referring to the LC encapsulation of the microtubule/kinesin
active material, the obvious question to be addressed is the even-
tual coupling between the active defects driving cortical flows
inside the droplets and the passive singularities sitting around
them in the surrounding passive LC. We analyzed this question
in a couple of recent contributions published by Guillamat et
al. [24], and Hardoüin et al. [25]. We briefly review on what
follows the most paradigmatic scenario as reported in [24].

The dispersing medium of the aqueous active preparation
is the hydrophobic thermotropic LC 4-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl
(5CB) enclosed in a closed cell of 140µm gap between two
parallel glass plates treated to impose a homogeneous in-plane
alignment of the passive LC. Chemical functionalization at the
droplet interface, yet compatible with the active material, per-
mit to prescribe different anchoring conditions. More precisely,
when using a PEGylated phospholipid, 5CB molecules orga-
nize an homeotropic anchoring, in the form of a localized ring
disclination (Saturn ring). Conversely, using the more stan-
dard Pluronic surfactant (triblock copolymers with two PEG
chains) one obtains planar alignment on the exterior of the ac-
tive droplets and, correspondingly, double-boojum structures.
On what follows we focus on the first referred situation that
promotes the coupling of a passive Saturn-ring (SR) with the
active defects. An account of other situations can be found in
the original reference.

Bright-field and fluorescence imaging permit to track at any
time the behavior of the SR disclination and to monitor the dy-
namics of defects in the active nematic (AN) shell, although
only two of the four +1/2 active defects can, at most, be ob-
served simultaneously (see Fig.3). A complete cycle of defor-
mation is shown while active defects transit between the tetra-
hedral and planar configurations. Strikingly enough, some SRs,
singularly under low activity, feature simple and periodic in
time oscillations, while in other situations more complex regimes
are observed with SR being distorted in multi-mode and/or non-
periodic distortions, or even getting multiply wrapped around
the droplet, and eventually, collapsed at one of the poles. Reg-
ular oscillations are a signature of the tight coupling between
the AN dynamics, commented above in relation to pure active
emulsions, and the passively dragged SR, and it is demonstrated
only possible by a feedback mechanism that orients the AN de-
fect manifold with respect to the SR. The mentioned variety of
observed behaviors is likely to be due to both a quite wide range
of droplet size distribution, added to the difficulty to guarantee
a uniform partition of the components of the active sample and
of the chemical surfactant. More details can be found in the
paper published by Hardoüin et al. [25].

2.4. Active vesicles
In a separate, although close, context we already mentioned

the possibility to encapsulate the microtubule-based active ma-
terial inside lipid vesicles. As reported originally in the paper
by Keber [15], the active mixtures were encapsulated into vesi-
cles employing the continuous droplet encapsulation method
(cDICE) [26]. Briefly, the protocol consists in using a cylindri-
cal chamber, successively filled, ordered by decreasing density,

with an aqueous glucose solution to collect the vesicles, a lipid-
in-oil solution to saturate the oil/water (O/W) interfaces, and
decane as the continuous phase in which droplet are produced.
While the chamber is rotated, the aqueous solution containing
the microtubules and motors is injected from a glass capillary
by inserting its tip in the decane phase. Due to the centrifugal
force, droplets detach from the tip and move through the lipid
in oil solution where they get coated by a first lipid monolayer
leaflet and then by a second, complementary lipid monolayer
leaflet while crossing the O/W interface. The two monolayers
zip together to form a bilayer.

Vesicles with sizes ranging from around ten to sixty microns
were analyzed in Keber’s paper [15]. Apart from observing the
cyclic dynamics of four moving defects referred to above (see
Fig. 4), authors were able to detect pronounced vesicle shape
deformations originated by the active cortex flows. This was
achieved by applying a hypertonic stress that caused a water
efflux and subsequent vesicle deflation. The shape of slightly
deflated vesicles continuously fluctuated around a mean spher-
ical shape and was characterized by the continuous growth and
shrinkage of the major and minor axis of an ellipse, with a pe-
riodicity set by the defect speed. In addition, these vesicles
exhibited four motile protrusions that are tightly coupled to the
dynamics of the underlying defects. Deflating the vesicles fur-
ther causes a marked change in shape: The overall vesicle be-
comes anisotropic and motile, with filopodia-like protrusions
growing in size and reaching lengths of tens of micrometers.

3. Emulsions showing autonomous and driven motion

3.1. Self-propelled droplets driven by Marangoni flows

Still within the context of autonomous motility, droplets
self-propelling within another liquid phase due to surface ten-
sion gradients (Marangoni effect) have been mainly observed
for two types of systems: surfactant-stabilized droplets, the sur-
factant layer of which is modified by chemical reactions, and
surfactant-stabilized droplets undergoing a solubilization pro-
cess. These paradigmatic situations and other less conventional
have been widely reviewed in [27].

The first scenario is realized by Thutupalli et al. as squirm-
ing water droplets moving in an oil phase [28]. Propulsion
arises due to the spontaneous bromination of a specifically cho-
sen surfactant. The latter is abundant in the oil phase, such that
the droplet interface is covered by a dense surfactant mono-
layer. The bromine fuel is supplied from inside the droplet and
bromination proceeds mainly at the droplet surface. This re-
sults in a self-sustained bromination gradient which propels the
droplet due to Marangoni stresses. This process was addressed
theoretically by Schmitt et al. [29, 30].

The second situation is driven by solubilization processes
favored by micellar assemblies. Two cases can be envisaged:
oil droplets (eventually using a thermotropic LC in its nematic
[31] or isotropic phase [32]) placed into an aqueous phase con-
taining a surfactant at a concentration well above the critical
micellar concentration, and with oil molecules being transferred
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unbalanced stresses drive motility of the four
+½ surface-bound disclinations, which leads to
streaming flows of the entire vesicle (Fig. 1 and
movie S1). The dynamics of spherical active ne-
matics is simpler than that of their planar counter-
part, as the four +½ defects on spherical nematics
never disappear and their lifetime is limited only
by the vesicle stability. Furthermore, the spatial
confinement used in our experiments suppresses
the production of additional defect pairs, thus
providing a unique opportunity to study the dy-
namics of a few isolated interacting defects in
a controlled way. We speculate that the defect
proliferation seen in planar nematics does not
occur in our vesicles because they are too small.
In all cases, the vesicles’ diameter is well below
the length scale ‘a at which the homogeneously
ordered system is unstable to bend deformations.
For microtubule-based planar active nematics, ‘a
is estimated to be ~100 mm (19).
Similar to the equilibrium case, the repulsive

elastic interactions between four +½ disclinations
in an active spherical nematic normally favor a
tetrahedral defect configuration (2, 3, 5). In
active systems, however, the asymmetric shape of
comet-like +½ disclinations also generates active
stresses and associated flows that in turn drive
defect motion. For extensile systems, defects are
propelled at constant speed toward the head of
the comet (Fig. 1C) (21). It is not possible for the
four defects to simultaneously minimize elastic
repulsive interactions and move with a prescribed
velocity determined by the ATP concentration
while keeping their relative distance constant. As
a result, defects move along complex spatiotem-
poral trajectories. To elucidate this emergent dy-
namics, we imaged the time evolution of active

vesicles by confocal microscopy and traced the
3D position of the individual defects (Fig. 1 and
movie S1). At any given time, the positions of
the four defects are described by the variables
aij, which denote the angle between radii from
the vesicle center to each of the six defect pairs
ij (Fig. 2A). For a tetrahedral configuration, all
six angles are aij = 109.5°, while for a planar con-
figuration a12 = a23 = a34 = a41 = 90° and a13 =
a24 = 180° (and permutations), resulting in an
average angle of 〈a〉planar ¼ 1=6∑

4
i<j¼1aij = 120°

(Fig. 2A). The temporal evolution of all six angles
reveals a clear pattern of defect motion (Fig. 2B).
For example, at time t = 602 s, two angles assume
a large value near 180° while the other four are
~90°, indicating a planar configuration. Forty-
three seconds later, this configuration switches
to a tetrahedral configuration in which all angles
are equal (Fig. 2D). Observations on longer time
scales demonstrate that the defects repeatedly
oscillate between the tetrahedral and planar con-
figurations, with a well-defined characteristic fre-
quency of 12 mHz (Fig. 2C). The frequency is set
by themotor speed and the size of the sphere, and
can be tuned by the ATP concentration, which
determines the kinesin velocity (fig. S1) (27).

Particle-based theoretical model
describes oscillatory dynamics
of active nematic vesicles

The oscillatory dynamics of spherical nematics
can be described by a coarse-grained theoretical
model. As shown recently, +½ defects in exten-
sile nematics behave as self-propelled particles
with velocity v0 proportional to activity and di-
rected along the axis of symmetry u (Fig. 3A and
fig. S2) (10). Each defect is then characterized by

a position vector on the sphere ri = ri(q, ϕ),
where q andϕ are the spherical coordinates, and
a unit vector ui = (cos yi , sin yi) describing the
orientation of the comet axis and directed from
the tail to the head. In local coordinates ui =
cos yi eqi + sin yi eϕi , where eqi and eϕi are unit
vectors in the latitudinal and longitudinal direc-
tions, respectively, and yi is the local orientation
(fig. S3). Adapting the planar translational dy-
namics to the curved surface of the sphere, and
augmenting it with the dynamics of orientation,
the equations of motion of each defect are given
by the overdamped Newton-Euler equations for
a rigid body

zt
dri
dt

− v0ui

� �
¼ f i ð1Þ

zr
dyi

dt
¼ Mi ð2Þ

where fi = –dE/dri and Mi = –dE/dyi are the
force and torque on the ith defect due to the
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Fig. 1. Defect dynamics of an active nematic film on the surface of a spherical vesicle. (A) Hemi-
sphere projection of a 3D confocal stack of a nematic vesicle. The positions of four +½ disclination
defects are identified. (B) Time series of hemisphere projections over a single period of oscillation in
which the four defects switch from tetrahedral (t = 0 s) through planar (t = 41 s) and back to tetrahedral
(t = 90 s) configurations. Scale bar, 20 mm. (C) Comet-like +½ disclination defect with schematic of the
orientation of the nematic director (red lines). (D) Schematic of the defect configurations at the time
points of (B) and intermediate times (t = 24 s, t = 65 s). The black arrowheads indicate the direction of
defect motion.

Fig. 2. Oscillatory dynamics of topological de-
fects. (A) Tetrahedral (blue) and planar (red) defect
configurations.The green scatterplots show themea-
sured positions of the defects on the unit sphere
at the extremal configurations. (B) Top: Kymograph
showing the time evolution of angular distances aij
of all six defect pairs [as indicated in (A)]. Bottom:
The average angle oscillates between the tetrahe-
dral configuration (〈a〉 = 109.5°, blue line) and the
planar configuration (〈a〉 = 120°, red line). An ex-
emplary transition between the two configurations
is indicated by the colored arrowheads (t = 602 s,
t = 643 s, t = 684 s). (C) Power spectrum of 〈a〉.The
peak at 12 mHz is associated with tetrahedral-
planar oscillations. FFT, fast Fourier transform. (D)
Distributions of angles aij. Gaussian fits return angles
of 109° T 13° for the tetrahedral configuration (blue)
and 90° T 12° and 163° T 9° for the planar config-
uration (red).
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Figure 4: Defect dynamics of an active nematic at the inner surface of a spherical vesicle. (A) Hemisphere projection of a 3D confocal stack of a nematic
vesicle. The positions of four +1/2 disclination defects are identified. (B) Time series of hemisphere projections over a single period of oscillation in which the
four defects switch from tetrahedral (t = 0 s) through planar (t = 41 s) and back to tetrahedral (t = 90 s) configurations. Scale bar, 20 µm. (C) Comet-like +1/2
disclination defect. (D) Schematic of the defect configurations at the time points of (B) and intermediate times (t =24s, t = 65 s). The black arrowheads indicate the
direction of defect motion. Image extracted from Keber et al. [15].

into the micelles. The reverse situation has been similarly de-
signed with water droplets moving in an oil phase and inverse
micelles [33, 34].

3.2. Droplets driven by means of electrokinetic effects

Although not self-propelled, a powerful transport alterna-
tive is to endow emulsified droplets with driven motility through
electrokinetic effects. These processes are conventional in the
study of colloidal systems [35]. The simplest and most common
electrokinetic mechanism is the well-known phenomenon of
electrophoresis in aqueous media driven by DC electric fields,
in which the speed of the colloidal entity is proportional to the
intensity of the driving field. A more subtle variant is known un-
der the name of Induced Charge Electrophoresis (ICEP), which
belongs to the class of Induced Charge Electrokinetic processes
(ICEK). Its two more distinctive features are both its quadratic
nature in relation to the applied electric field, thus permitting
the use of alternating currents, and its tensorial nature, different
with respect to the vectorial of normal electrophoresis, mani-
fested in the fact that the direction of the driven velocity does
not necessarily coincide with the applied field direction [36,
37]. ICEK phenomena are also possible in liquid crystals, here
denoted LCEK, for Liquid Crystal-Enabled Electrokinetics [38,
39], with an important conceptual difference. In conventional
ICEK charge separation is rooted in the colloid properties that
break spatial symmetries locally around the charged interfaces.
Contrarily, charge separation in LCEK is a pure solvent-based
effect and it is mediated by local distortions in the orientational
field of the liquid crystal itself due to the anisotropic prop-
erties of its electric permittivity and ionic conductivity [39].
Nonlinear electrophoresis in a nematic solvent (Liquid Crystal-

Enabled Electrophoresis, LCEEP) was first reported by Lavren-
tovich et al. for metallic and dielectric particles [40]. Later
on, and by referring to emulsified water droplets, Hernàndez-
Navarro et al., contributed to the field with two original ad-
vancements summarized in a series of papers [41, 42].

In the first study [41], liquid droplets were confirmed to
undergo directed transport, following exactly the same prin-
ciple as for the solid particles considered in the original ref-
erence [40]. The LC was chosen to have a negative dielec-
tric anisotropy (it aligns perpendicularly to the applied electric
field). An electric field was applied perpendicularly to the sam-
ple by using indium-tin oxide (ITO) coatings at the top and bot-
tom plates, thus inducing an in-plane alignment of the LC (pla-
nar alignment). Emulsified aqueous droplets were stabilized
with sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), which, in turn, induces a
homeotropic (perpendicular) alignment of the LC at the droplet
interface. With this protocol, emulsions with droplet sizes rang-
ing from 1 to 20 µm were studied. Typically, small droplets
features hedgehog LC distortions and were motile due to the
dipolar symmetry of such distortions, while larger ones induced
Saturn-ring defects and were observed to be predominantly mo-
tionless due to their quadrupolar symmetry (see Fig.5).

Based on the same principle and extending it further, one
should imagine the possibility to steer and dynamically self-
assemble droplets, paralleling the development reported for the
first time by Hernàndez et al. within our group [42] for solid
inclusions. The idea there is to exploit photo-driven processes
to promote prescribed alignment of the nematic phase, further
translated in delicate steering and assembly modes of the driven
colloids.
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nonlinear term is quadratic with the electric eld, thus allowing
the use of AC and not only DC elds to generate electro-osmotic
ow. If we have a spherical polarizable inclusion immersed in a
liquid electrolyte and subjected to an electric eld, a quad-
rupolar electro-osmotic ow is formed around the inclusion,
from its poles to its equator. The electric eld rst generates the
induced-charge screening cloud on the inclusion, and then it
drives the resultant electro-osmotic ow, hence the dependence
on the electric eld is quadratic. When using AC elds, it must
be noted that ICEO will only take place if the frequency of the
eld is low enough to let the induced-charge screening cloud
form, but high enough to avoid screening of the electric eld by
the diffuse-layer charging at the electrodes.

Following the model developed in ref. 14, the velocity of the
induced ow can be described by the following equation:

vðuÞ ¼ v0
u2se2�

1þ u2sc2
��
1þ u2se2

� (1)

being u ¼ 2pf. As proposed in ref. 8, this equation can be also
used to describe the velocity of a particle in ICEP, where v0
contains a quadratic dependence with the amplitude of the
applied electric eld, consistently with the data trend shown in
Fig. 3(a). In eqn (1), sc¼ lDf/2D is the droplet charging time and
se ¼ lDL/2D is the electrode charging time. Here f ¼ 5 mm, and
the distance between the electrodes is L¼ 23 mm,which gives the
ratio se/sc ¼ L/f¼ 4.6. Unknown parameters are lD, which is the
Debye screening length of the droplet in the NLC, andDwhich is
the diffusion coefficient of the ions. From the nonlinear t of the
experimental data, we nd v0 ¼ 11.5 mm s�1, se � 0.09 s, and
sc� 0.02 s, which gives a ratio lD/D¼ 0.008 s mm�1. We estimate

the Debye length lD, considering 3r ¼ 5.4, T ¼ 298 K, and a
number density ofmonovalent ions in theLCof the order of [1019

to 1020] m�3,15 which leads to lD � [0.3–0.9] mm. Our tted value
lD/D is consistent with the previous range of values of lD, giving
typical values of D in the range of [10�10 to 10�11] m2 s�1.16

By varying the size of the microdroplets, we observe a linear
increase of v with f, at a xed strength and frequency of the
applied eld, which is consistent with the fact that larger
droplets induce stronger distortion of the nematic director and
thus enable a larger electrophoretic speed.

We next demonstrate that these liquid droplets can be
effectively used as microcarriers to transport, mix or disperse
solid particles or femtoliter volumes of aqueous solutions. First,
we observe thatmicrodropletswith Saturn ring defects, although
immobile, distort the motion of neighbouring droplets with
point defects. The attraction between dipolar and quadrupolar
droplets is long range and mediated by the elastic distortion of
the nematicmedium.17Weuse this property to realize a localized
cargo release operation, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In particular, one
microdroplet was previously loaded with polystyrene particles
having 1.7 mm in diameter, and driven by an AC eld towards a
larger droplet characterized by a Saturn ring defect. The large
droplet attracts the small one, and they coalesce releasing the
colloidal cargo into a larger volume of uid.

Droplets with point defects feature highly anisotropic inter-
actions. In particular, a microdroplet with a point defect can be
considered as a dipole, with one charge located on the point
defect and the other, of opposite sign, located inside the
droplet. In general, two approaching inclusions in the NLC will
thus try to assemble with the defects in opposite sides.18 In our

Fig. 4 (a) Sequence of images showing the absorption of a microdroplet (f ¼ 7.3 mm), filled with 11 polystyrene particles (1.7 mm diameter), by a larger droplet
(f ¼ 18 mm) with a Saturn ring defect (E ¼ 0.7 V mm�1, f ¼ 10 Hz). Time interval between images is 17.2 s. (b) Microscope images showing two water microdroplets
(f ¼ 2.7 mm and 3.7 mm) driven in opposite directions by an AC field (E ¼ 0.70 V mm�1, f ¼ 10 Hz) and containing the separated reactants, potassium ferrocyanide
[hexacyanoferrate(II)] (0.2 M) and ferric ions [Fe3+] solution (0.3 M). The droplets approach and coalesce into a larger one (f ¼ 4.3 mm), forming Prussian blue as a
precipitate. In this particular example, the field was momentarily switched off to facilitate the assembly of the droplets. The AC field was then used to prompt coa-
lescence and to drive the resulting droplet away from the reaction zone. The corresponding videos (Videos 2 and 3) can be found in the ESI.†
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Figure 5: Microfluidic transport in emulsions through Liquid Crystal-
Enabled Electrophoresis LCEEP . Image extracted from Hernàndez et al.
[41]. a An aqueous microdroplet, 7.4 µm in diameter carries smaller solid mi-
croparticles along a themotropic liquid crystal layer. An AC electric field, per-
pendicular to the sample plane, provides with the propulsion mechanism. Along
the way, the droplet merges with a fixed and larger aqueous droplet, thus releas-
ing the solid cargo. b Two aqueous droplets, of diameters 2.7 µm and 3.7 µm,
containing complementary reactants (hexacyanoferrate(II) and Fe3+ ions) are
driven in opposite directions by the same mechanism as in a. Once they coa-
lesce, following the tracked trajectories, they merge into a 4.3 µm droplet that
acts as a micro-reactor, and that it is itself driven by the same propulsion mech-
anism.

4. Thermomechanical effects in liquid crystal emulsions

As a final example of emulsions that are driven into di-
rected motion by a surrounding energy source we review a phe-
nomenon found within the realm of chiral nematic liquid crys-
tals. This materials are typically prepared by dissolving a small
amount (typically less than 5% by weight) of a chiral dopant in
a nematic liquid crystal. When droplets of these materials, also
known as cholesteric liquid crystals, are placed in a temperature
gradient, their microscopic constituents act as molecular rotors,
and the orientational field inside the droplets is set into rotation
(Fig. 6a). This phenomenon, known as the Lehmann effect, was
demonstrated over a century ago, and has been recently redis-
covered and studied in depth [43, 46, 47]. A practical reason
for the current interest lays in the theoretically possible inverse
effect, namely, the possibility to directionally drive heat away
from a source in micro-confined environments through the ro-
tation of chiral entities.

Our knowledge about the material requirements for Lehmann
rotation to occur has been evolving during the past 10 years.
The phenomenon is normally observed in cholesteric droplets
in coexistence with the isotropic phase at the precise phase tran-
sition temperature. Although the thermomechanical coupling
has been modelled in terms of the molecular level chirality, i.e.,
the presence of a chiral dopant, absence of a helical arrange-
ment in the supramolecular orientational field hinders rotation.
Moreover, it has been recently demonstrated that molecular-
level chirality is not required, as long as a chiral orientational
field is present. This has been demonstrated in recent experi-
ments with droplets of a chromonic lyotropic liquid crytal [44]
(Fig. 6b). Although the constituents are all achiral, droplet con-

finement and material properties results in helical arrangement
of the orientational field, leading to Lehmann rotation in a tem-
perature gradient.

The above observations are all reported for liquid crystal
droplets at the temperature of coexistence with their isotropic
phase, which diminishes the practical interest of such a phe-
nomenon. Indeed, observation of the Lehmann thermomechan-
ical rotation in liquid crystal droplets emulsified in an insoluble
liquid would pave the way to potential applications, since de-
pendence on a narrow temperature range would be absent. In-
terestingly, Lehmann rotation has only been obtained in emul-
sions where the liquid crystal and the surrounding fluids are
partially miscible, as shown recently by Yoshioka and Araoka
[48]. The authors found that, in this system, the effect is ob-
tained at any temperature compatible with the cholesteric phase
of the dispersed droplets, and the rotation speed is much faster
under a given temperature gradient that those obtained in the
conventional situation of droplets coexisting with the isotropic
phase.

The underlying physical mechanism responsible for the Leh-
mann rotation is still not fully understood. For instance, it is
unclear why the rotation is not possible when the surrounding
fluid is immiscible with the liquid crystal inside the droplet.
Interestingly, the rotation mechanism has been unveiled in the
case of partially soluble emulsions. In this case, some of us re-
cently showed that the giant temperature dependence of the in-
terfacial tension triggers Marangoni flows under a vertical tem-
perature gradient that generate convenction backflows both in-
side and outside the droplets [45]. Seeding the surrounding liq-
uid with tracer microparticles enables to clearly visualize such
flows (Fig. 6c). Inside the droplet, these axisymmetric flows
trigger the rotation of the chiral director field. A final consider-
ation, relevant for the potential usefulness of this intriguing ef-
fect, and a matter of controversy, is whether the rotation of the
orientational field triggers hydrodynamic flows. While initial
experiments seem to point in this direction [46], recent studies
have concluded that the Lehmann effect is a pure rotation of
the orientational field. Be as it may, the emulsification of liquid
crystals certainly leads to intriguing dynamic phenomena under
non-equilibrium conditions.

5. Conclusions and Outlook

In this review, we have summarized recent research in which
emulsions are studied under non-equilibrium conditions and from
the perspective of dynamic phenomena arising at the level of
individual or a reduced number of droplets. Many of the pre-
sented examples belong to the domain of active soft matter, in
which droplet motion is the result of self-propulsion mecha-
nisms, such as Marangoni flows arising from surfactant dif-
fusion across the droplet interface, or the action of an active
nematic shell either encapsulated inside an aqueous droplet in
water-in-oil emulsions, or adsorbed onto the water/oil interface
in reverse emulsions. Other examples involve driven droplets,
propelled by a local mechanism that is fed by an external en-
ergy source, such as an oscillating electric field in the case of
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Figure 6: Thermomechanical rotation in chiral microdroplets. a Cholesteric thermotropic liquid crystal droplets, 12.5 µm in diameter, with a banded inner
texture, as seen under brightfield microscopy. The texture, which results from helical pattern of the orientational field, rotates around the axis parallel to a temperature
gradient, ~G, as indicated in the micrograph. The image is adapted from Ref. [43]. b Droplets of the water-based, chromonic lyotropic nematic liquid crystal Sunset
Yellow FCF that feature a twisted configuration of the orientational field are shown in coexistence with their isotropic phase. Under a temperature gradient (as
indicated in a), they display Lehmann rotation [44]. Droplets are 50 µm in diameter. c Micrograph of a 30 µm droplet of a cholesteric thermotropic liquid crystal
emulsified in a partially soluble fluorinated oil. In the presence of a temperature gradient (as indicated in a), Marangoni flows trigger hydrodynamic flows both
outside (as illustrated by the sketched tracer particles) and inside the droplet, where these flows result in a rotation of the orientational field [45].

droplets propelled by liquid crystal-enabled electrokinetic drive
or rotating chiral droplets in a temperature gradient.

As mentioned above, future perspectives involve studying
collective effects and interaction among multiple active droplets.
For this purpose, a first landmark would be to achieve a ro-
bust experimental procedure for the preparation of monodis-
perse samples of appropriately stabilized active droplets. In the
context of emulsions with the kinesin/tubulin active material,
conventional emulsifications protocols must be reassessed in
the present context given the small amounts of the prized pro-
teinic material one normally employs in standard procedures.
Whether successfully prepared, a first envisaged scenario is the
possibility to observe large-scale synchronization patterns sub-
tended by the individual droplet-based oscillatory flows dis-
cussed above. Preliminary observations involving well known
droplet-generating microfluidic techniques hold big promises
to attain such a striking dynamical collective process under the
non-equilibrium conditions secured by ATP feeding.

Active nematic emulsions featuring an arbitrary number of
identical droplets could similarly be prepared. Paralleling the
celebrated developments that have permitted in the past to as-
semble ordered arrays of nematic colloids [49], the goal here
would be to see whether these arrangements are still compatible
with the permanent activity and streaming flows operating in-
side the droplets. Adapting the optical manipulations that were
required in equilibrium situations to entangle individual discli-
nations around solid colloids add here to the other challenges.

The scenario of collective effects can be also investigated in
relation to liquid crystal-based droplets dispersed in an active
gel. Again the motivation is diverse. From the one side, our
previous research on planar interfaces of the AN material in
contact with a layered smectic LC interface [50] evidence sig-
nificant effects of the anisotropic interfacial rheological prop-
erties of the mesogen, resulting in a steering mechanism for
active flows. Conversely, double emulsion droplets of smec-
tic phases result in shells that evolve into ellipsoidal droplets
[51]. By emulsifying such hydrophobic droplets in an aqueous

active gel, and in the presence of a PEGylated surfactant, an
outer ellipsoidal AN shell would form, thus permitting in this
case to address not only rheological constraints, but addition-
ally combined curvature and topological effects conditioning
the textures and currents of the active material. This project
is being pursued in collaboration with T. Lopez-Leon in ESPCI
(Paris).

Extending the concept of active vesicles, and in collabora-
tion with L. Casanellas at Univ. de Montpellier, an ongoing
research aims at the controlled assembly of active giant unil-
amellar vesicles. The final goal is to elucidate whether the ac-
tivity of individual vesicles is sufficient to induce the emergence
of a collective motion within the tissue, which would be solely
transmitted by vesicle-vesicle contacts, in absence of any exter-
nal stimulus. Vesicle adhesion is mediated by ligand-receptor
complexes (streptavidin-biotin complex [52], or DNA comple-
mentary strands [53]) at suitable concentrations [54]. The lim-
ited amount of active vesicles available, the fragility of the li-
pidic membrane, and the short life-time of activity are some
of the experimental challenges to overcome in order to obtain
these active biomimetic tissues.

Most of the reported studies in this review focus on funda-
mental aspects of the different dynamic mechanisms evidenced
in emulsified droplets. Nevertheless, their understanding can
pave the way for new strategies for the discrete transport and re-
mote control of liquids at the femtoliter level for lab-on-a-chip
applications, or for applications in biotechnoloy, autonomous
microfluidic transport or soft robotics.
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